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L Code A 
There is indeed going to be an inquest into the death of Mrs Richards. I’ve 
checked with the coroner’s office, who confirmed that no date has yet been set. 

The coroner initially reported to our Secretary of State, under section 15 of the 
Coroners Act (which requires the SofS to give a direction to hold an inquest 
where the body is not recoverable or has been destroyed by fire - including 
cremation), 7 of the deaths for which there have already been inquests (the other 
3 didn’t need a s15 direction). 

Mrs Richards’ case was later reported separately under section 15, and our 
understanding is that the coroner felt, on the basis of the initial information 
available about her death, that other issues were involved. That is why the 
inquest was not heard with the other i0 from Gosport WMH. 

Most inquests are held without a jury but there are particular circumstances when 
a jury is called, including if the death occurred in prison or in police custody, 
or if the death resulted from an incident at work. The other Gosport WMH inquests 
had a 3ury, but that’s not necessarily a precedent if the coroner regards Mrs 
Richards’ inquest as being distinguishable. 

I hope this is helpful. 
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As you know, we’ve been thinking about releasing the Baker report into the public 
domain. Before we did that, we checked with Dr Barton’s representatives at the 
GMC hearing to make sure that she’d seen the report herself. She and they (the 
Medical Defence Union) have seen the report, but the MDU person told me that the 
Portsmouth coroner is proposing to hold an inquest into another Gosport patient. 
Here’s what the MDU told me: 

Can I confirm that the GMC hearing is due to conclude in the next 4 weeks as 
things stand, though we cannot rule out the possibility that the case will 
overrun, in which case it may be postponed for some time. 

Unfortunately the GMC hearing will not see an end to the judicial proceedings. 
The Portsmouth Coroner has decided to hold an inquest into the death of Gladys 
Richards. She was the patient whose care was first considered by the police. I 
will be pleased to let you know when I hear further from the Coroner about the 
inquest. No date has yet been set for that, but I anticipate the Coroner will be 
aiming to do that following the conclusion of the GMC hearing. 

As one of the reasons we were proposing to release the Baker repcrt after the 
conclusion of the GMC hearing was that all the various proceedings would then be 
over, the decision to hold another inquest rather changes things. Our lawyers 
have now said that if there is indeed to be a further inquest, releasing the 
Baker report would nor be a good idea - there might be a risk that it could 
prejudice things, particularly if the report was picked up by the media, as it 
well miaht be, depending on timing and the outcome of the GMC hearing, and any 
coverage was seen by people who might be on an inquest 3ury (I’m not clear when 
coroners have juries - is it at their own discretlon or are there clear rules?) 

So we’re rather stuck at present. There seems to be a possibility that the GMC 
hearing might last longer than we’d expected, and we’d planned to release the 
Baker report after the hearing. It now looks as though there will be ancther 
inquest, but not until the conclusion of the GMC hearing. If there is to be an 
inquest, that would probably make us reconsider the whole question of releasing 
the report before the inquest finishes - and who knows what fallout the verdict, 
whatever it is, might give rise to. Have you heard anything about another 
inquest? 

And, of course, we’ve still got the FOI request from Norman Lamb MP to see the 
report (I need to chase that up and find where things have got to). 

I hope the foregoing makes sense, it’s been a long day. 
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